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ABSTRACT

A Surgical needle for use in a circular needle applier com
prises a leading end, a trailing end, and anarced body between
the leading and trailing ends. The body has a medial face and
a lateral face. A plurality of steps on the body are adapted to
be engaged by a circular needle applier. The steps are formed
by plastically deforming the body without removing material.
A length of Suture is connected to the trailing end.
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SURGICAL NEEDLE WITH FORMED STEPS
RELATED APPLICATIONS

0001. This application claims the benefit of provisional
application 61/736,678 filed 13 Dec. 2012 (docket number
END7216USPSP), provisional application 61/736,682 filed
13 Dec. 2012 (docket number END7217USPSP), provisional
application 61/736,690 filed 13 Dec. 2012 (docket number
END7217USPSP), and provisional application 61/736,696
filed 13 Dec. 2012 (docket number END7219USPSP), the
contents of which are incorporated herein by reference.
BACKGROUND

0002 The present invention relates in general to surgical
devices and procedures, and more particularly to Surgical
Suturing.
0003 Sutures are often used in a wide variety of surgical
procedures. Manual Suturing is typically accomplished by the
Surgeon using a fine pair of pliers to grab and hold a Suture
needle, pierce the tissue with the needle, let go of the needle,
and regrasp the needle to pull the needle and accompanying
suture thread through the tissues to be sutured. Such needles
are typically curved with the suture attached to the trailing
end of the needle. A variety of automated Suturing devices
have been attempted to speed the process of Suturing and to
facilitate fine Suturing or Suturing during endoscopic, laparo
scopic or arthroscopic Surgeries. While automated Suturing
devices are generally known, no one has previously made or
used a Surgical Suturing device in accordance with the present
invention.
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0017 FIG. 10B depicts a perspective view of a transmis
sion for driving a needle at mid-stroke;
0018 FIG. 10C depicts a perspective view of a transmis
sion for driving a needle at the other end of its stroke;
(0019 FIG. 11 depicts a perspective view of a needle driver
in a carrier track;

0020 FIG. 12 depicts a perspective view of a needle
driver;

0021

FIG. 13 depicts a cross-sectional view of the needle

driver in a carrier track and a needle in a needle track;

0022 FIG. 14A depicts a plan view of arced needle;
0023 FIG. 14B depicts a perspective view of arced needle;
0024 FIG. 15A depicts a plan view of arced needle;
(0025 FIG.15B depicts aperspective view ofarced needle;
0026 FIG. 16A depicts a plan view of a needle applier
with a needle in its retracted position and the needle driver in
its returned position;
0027 FIG. 16B depicts a plan view of a needle applier
with a needle in its extended position and the needle driver in
its driven position;
0028 FIG. 16C depicts a plan view of a needle applier
with a needle in its extended position and the needle driver in
its returned position;
(0029 FIG. 16D depicts a plan view of a needle applier
with a needle in its retracted position and the needle driver in
its driven position;
0030 FIG. 17 depicts a perspective view of a cartridge
receiver;

0031 FIG. 18 depicts a perspective view of a rotary drive;
0032 FIG. 19 depicts a perspective view of a latch;
0033 FIG. 20 depicts a perspective view of a cartridge

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

disassembled from a receiver;

0004 While the specification concludes with claims
which particularly point out and distinctly claim the inven

disassembled from a receiver;

tion, it is believed the invention will be better understood from

the following description taken in conjunction with the
accompanying drawings illustrating some non-limiting
examples of the invention. Unless otherwise indicated, the
figures are not necessarily drawn to Scale, but rather to illus
trate the principles of the invention.
0005 FIG.1 depicts a perspective view of a surgical sutur
ing device;
0006 FIG. 2 depicts a side view of an actuator for a sur
gical Suturing device;
0007 FIG. 3A depicts a perspective view of a shaft in a
straight configuration;
0008 FIG. 3B depicts a perspective view of a shaft in an
articulate configuration;
0009 FIG. 3C depicts a perspective view of a shaft in an
articulated and rotated configuration;
0010 FIG. 4 depicts an exploded view of a shaft bearing:
0011 FIG. 5 depicts a partial cut-away view showing the
linkages in a shaft;
0012 FIG. 6 depicts a perspective view of a cartridge
receiver;

0013 FIG. 7 depicts a perspective view of a rotary drive;
0014 FIG. 8 depicts a perspective view of a cartridge
disassembled from a receiver;

0015 FIG. 9 depicts a perspective view of a cartridge
disassembled from a receiver;

0016 FIG. 10A depicts a perspective view of a transmis
sion for driving a needle at one end of its stroke;

0034 FIG. 21 depicts a perspective view of a cartridge
0035 FIG.22A depicts a perspective view of a transmis
sion for driving a needle at one end of its stroke;
0036 FIG. 22B depicts a perspective view of a transmis
sion for driving a needle at mid-stroke;
0037 FIG. 22C depicts a perspective view of a transmis
sion for driving a needle at the other end of its stroke;
0038 FIG. 23A depicts a perspective view of a needle
driver;

0039 FIG. 23B depicts a perspective view of a needle
driver;

0040 FIG. 24 depicts a cross-sectional view of a needle
driver in a carrier track and a needle in a needle track;

0041 FIG. 25A depicts a plan view of arced needle;
0042 FIG.25B depicts a perspective view of arced needle;
0043 FIG. 26A depicts a plan view of arced needle;
0044 FIG. 26B depicts a perspective view of arced needle;
0045 FIG. 27A depicts a plan view of a needle applier
with a needle in its retracted position and the needle driver in
its returned position;
0046 FIG. 27B depicts a plan view of a needle applier
with a needle in its extended position and the needle driver in
its driven position;
0047 FIG. 27C depicts a plan view of a needle applier
with a needle in its extended position and the needle driver in
its returned position;
0048 FIG. 27D depicts a plan view of a needle applier
with a needle in its retracted position and the needle driver in
its driven position;
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0049 FIG. 28 depicts a plan view of a needle applier with
a needle in its retracted position and the needle driver in its
driven position;
0050 FIG. 29A depicts a plan view of a needle applier
with a needle in its retracted position and the needle driver in
its returned position;
0051 FIG. 29B depicts a plan view of a needle applier
with a needle in its extended position and the needle driver in
its driven position;
0052 FIG. 29C depicts a perspective view of a pawl
mechanism;

0053 FIG. 29D depicts a plan view of a needle applier
with a needle in its extended position and the needle driver in
its returned position;
0054 FIG. 30A depicts a plan view of a needle applier
with a needle in its extended position and the needle driver in
its driven position;
0055 FIG. 30B depicts a perspective view of a pawl
mechanism;

0056 FIG. 31A depicts a plan view of a needle applier
with a needle in its retracted position and the needle driver in
its returned position;
0057 FIG. 31B depicts a perspective view of a pawl
mechanism;

0058 FIG. 31C depicts a cross-sectional view of a pawl
mechanism;

0059 FIG. 32 depicts a perspective view of a cartridge

disassembled from a receiver;

0060 FIG. 33 depicts a perspective view of a cartridge

disassembled from a receiver.

0061 FIG. 34 depicts an exploded view of a cartridge
packaging:
0062 FIG. 35 depicts a perspective view of a cartridge
being attached to a Suturing device shaft; and
0063 FIG. 36 depicts a perspective view of a cartridge
packaging.
SUMMARY

0064. In one embodiment, a Surgical Suturing device has
an elongate shaft having a proximal end, a distal end, and a
longitudinal axis between the proximal and distal ends. An
actuator is connected to the proximal end of the elongate
shaft. A circular needle applier is connected to the distal end
of the elongate shaft. The elongate shaft articulates proximal
of the circular needle applier and the circular needle applier
rotates about the longitudinal axis.
0065. The actuator may comprise a manual handle. The
handle may comprise a first input to selectively actuate the
circular needle applier. The Surgical device may further com
prise a second input to selectively articulate the shaft. The
Surgical device may further comprise a third input to selec
tively rotate the circular needle applier about the longitudinal
axis. The elongate shaft may articulate about a joint. The
circular needle applier may rotate about a bearing.
0066. In another embodiment, a surgical suturing device
has an elongate shaft has a proximal end, a distal end, and a
longitudinal axis between the proximal and distal ends. An
actuator is connected to the proximal end of the elongate
shaft. A circular needle applier is on the distal end of the
elongate shaft. The circular needle applier has anarced needle
and a needle driver operatively connected to the actuator to
rotate the arced needle in a circular path. A joint is positioned
between the proximal and distal ends of the elongate shaft.
The joint is operatively connected to the actuator to selec
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tively articulate the shaft. A bearing is on the shaft positioned
distally of the joint. The bearing is operatively connected to
the actuator to selectively rotate the circular needle applier
about the longitudinal axis.
0067. In another embodiment, a surgical suturing device
comprises an elongate shaft having a proximal end, a distal
end, and a longitudinal axis between the proximal and distal
ends. An actuator is connected to the proximal end of the
elongate shaft. A circular needle applier is connected to the
distal end of the elongate shaft. A means articulates the elon
gate shaft, and a means rotates the circular needle applier
about the longitudinal axis. The Surgical Suturing device may
further comprise a means to actuate the circular needle
applier.
0068. In another embodiment, a surgical suturing system
comprises a reusable shaft and actuator. A disposable car
tridge comprises a Surgical needle, a length of Suture con
nected to the Surgical needle, and a needle driver operative to
engage and move the needle relative the cartridge. The dis
posable cartridge may further comprise a transmission opera
tively connected to the needle driver. The reusable shaft and
actuator may be autoclavable. The reusable shaft and actuator
is reusable for at least 50 operations. The reusable shaft and
actuator is reusable for at least 150 operations. The reusable
shaft and actuator is reusable for at least 200 operations.
0069. In another embodiment, a surgical suturing system
comprises a reusable shaft having a proximal end and a distal
end, the distal end has a receiver and a rotary drive. A reusable
actuator is connected to the proximal end of the shaft. A
disposable cartridge is adapted to be attached to and detached
from the receiver. The cartridge comprises an arced track, an
arced needle positioned in the track having a leading end and
a trailing end, a length of Suture connected to the trailing end,
a reciprocating needle driver operative to engage and move
the needle in the arced circular track, and a transmission

operatively connected to the needle driver having a rotary
input adapted to couple to the rotary drive. The reusable shaft
and actuator may be autoclavable.
0070. In another embodiment, a disposable surgical
needle cartridge is adapted to be attached to and detached
from a Surgical Suturing device. The disposable cartridge
comprises an arced needle track, an arced needle positioned
in the needle track having a leading end and a trailing end, a
length of Suture connected to the needle, a reciprocating
needle driver operative to engage and move the needle in the
needle track, a transmission operatively connected to the
needle driver, and a torsional interface adapted to couple the
transmission to a rotary drive in the Surgical Suturing device.
The reciprocating needle driver and transmission are com
pletely encased in the cartridge. The Surgical Suturing device
may be reusable. The Surgical Suturing device may comprise
an elongate shaft with a proximal end, a distal end, and a
receiver adapted to interface with the cartridge. The dispos
able Surgical needle cartridge may further comprise a Surgical
Suturing device.
0071. In another embodiment, a surgical suturing system
comprises a shaft having a proximal end, a distal end, a
longitudinal axis between the proximal and distal ends, and
receiver on the distal end with a rotary drive. A cartridge is
selectively attachable to and detachable from the receiver.
The cartridge has a Surgical needle, a length of Suture con
nected to the needle, a needle driver operative to engage and
move the needle relative the cartridge, a transmission opera
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tively connected to the needle driver, and a torsional interface
rotationally coupling the rotary drive to the transmission.
0072 The rotary drive may deliver a torque to the trans
mission through the torsional interface about an axis trans
verse to the longitudinal axis of the shaft. The rotary drive
may deliver a torque through the torsional interface about an
axis perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the shaft. The
rotary drive may comprise a rack and pinion. The receiver
may comprise a distally extending arm axially off-set from
the longitudinal axis of the shaft. The arm may comprise a
medially facing deck. The rotary drive may be positioned at
least partially in the arm.
0073. The surgical suturing system may further comprise
a second distally extending arm axially off-set from the lon
gitudinal axis of the shaft, the arms defining a space dimen
Sioned and adapted to receive the cartridge. The Surgical
Suturing system may further comprise a latch operable to lock
and unlock the cartridge to the receiver. The cartridge may be
attached to and detached from the receiver by longitudinally
sliding the cartridge relative to the receiver.
0074. In another embodiment, a surgical suturing system
comprises a shaft having a proximal end, a distal end, and a
longitudinal axis between the proximal and distal ends. A
receiver is on the distal end of the shaft. The receiver has a pair
of distally extending arms defining a space. A cartridge is
selectively attachable to and detachable from the receiver by
longitudinally sliding the cartridge in the space. The cartridge
has a Surgical needle, a length of Suture connected to the
needle, a needle driver operative to engage and move the
needle relative the cartridge. A latch selectively locks and
unlocks the cartridge in the receiver.
0075. The surgical suturing system may further comprise
a rotary drive positioned at least partially in one of the arms.
The Surgical Suturing system may further comprise a trans
mission in the cartridge operatively connected to the needle
driver, and a torsional interface rotationally coupling the
rotary drive to the transmission.
0076. In another embodiment, a surgical suturing system
comprises a shaft having a proximal end, a distal end, a
longitudinal axis between the proximal and distal ends, and
receiver on the distal end with a rotary drive. A cartridge is
selectively attachable to and detachable from the receiver.
The cartridge has a Surgical needle, a length of Suture con
nected to the needle, a needle driver operative to engage and
move the needle relative the cartridge, and a transmission
operatively connected to the needle driver. A means rotation
ally couples the rotary drive to the transmission. The Surgical
Suturing system may further comprise a means for attaching
and detaching the cartridge to the receiver. The Surgical Sutur
ing system may further comprise a means for locking and
unlocking the cartridge in the receiver.
0077. In another embodiment, a surgical suturing device
comprises an arced needle track. An arced needle is posi
tioned in the needle track, the needle having a leading end, a
trailing end, a medial face, and a lateral face. A length of
Suture is connected to the needle. An arced carrier track is

spaced from the needle track. A reciprocating needle driver
has a carrier positioned in the carrier track and a driver posi
tioned in the needle track and is operative to engage and move
the needle in the needle track. A transmission is operative to
reciprocate the carrier in the carrier track.
0078. The surgical suturing device may further comprise a
wall separating the carrier track from the needle track. The
Surgical Suturing device may further comprise a slotted open
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ing through the wall, the slot communicating between the
carrier track and the needle track. The needle driver may
extend through the slotted opening and into the needle track.
The slotted opening may be adjacent the medial edge of the
arced needle track. The slotted opening may be adjacent the
lateral edge of the arced needle track. The arced needle track
and arced carrier track may be co-axial. The needle track and
carrier track may be off-set along the shared axis from one
another. The needle track and carrier track may be co-radial.
The needle may further comprise steps dimensioned and
adapted to be engaged by the driver. The steps may be on the
medial face of the needle. The steps may be on the lateral face
of the needle.

0079. In another embodiment, a surgical suturing device
comprises an arced needle track. An arced needle is posi
tioned in the needle track. The needle has a leading end, a
trailing end, a medial face, and a lateral face. A length of
Suture is connected to the needle. An arced carrier track is

off-set along a shared axis with the arced needle track. A wall
separates the arced needle track from the arced carrier track.
The wall has a slotted opening communicating between the
arced carrier track and the arced needle track. A reciprocating
needle driver has a carrier positioned in the arced carrier track
and a driver positioned in the arced needle track operative to
engage and move the needle in the needle track. A transmis
sion is operative to reciprocate the carrier in the carrier track.
0080. In another embodiment, a surgical suturing device
comprises an arced needle track, an arced needle positioned
in the needle track, and a length of suture connected to needle.
A reciprocating needle driver is operative to engage and move
the needle in the needle track. A rotary input rotates about an
axis. A link has a proximal end connected to the rotary input
and a distalend connected to the needle driver. Rotation of the

rotary input in a first angular direction translates the needle
driver in a second angular direction opposite of the first angu
lar direction.

I0081. The link may further comprise a longitudinal slot
interposed between the proximal and distal ends, the longi
tudinal slot receiving a pin about which the link both longi
tudinally translated and pivots. The distal end may be pivot
ally connected to the needle driver. The connection between
the needle driver and link distal end may translate in anarced
path having a first radius. The proximal end of the link may
connect to the rotary input at a second radius from the torsion
drive axis, and the first radius may be greater than the second
radius. The rotary input, link, and needle driver may have no
indeterminate point. The rotary input may comprise a radial
slot receiving a pin connected to the proximal end of the link.
The Surgical Suturing device of may further comprise an
elongate shaft having a proximal end and a distal end, an
actuator connected to the shaft proximal end, a rotary drive
operably connected to the actuator, and a torsional interface
rotationally coupling the rotary driver to the rotary input. The
rotary drive may comprise a rack and pinion. The rotary input
may have a reciprocating rotational motion. The needle driver
may reciprocate at least 180 degrees in an arced track. The
needle driver may rotate the needle in a circular path at least
partially defined by the needle track. The rotary input and
needle may rotate in parallel planes.
I0082 In another embodiment, a surgical suturing device
comprises a needlehaving a leading end, a trailing end, and an
arced body between the leading and trailing ends. A length of
suture is connected to the needle. A needle driver is adapted to
engage and rotate the needle in a circular path in a first
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rotational direction. A pawl is adapted to engage the trailing
end of the needle to prevent the needle from rotating in a
second rotational direction opposite of the first rotational
direction.

0083. The needle may be rotated in a plane, and the pawl
may resiliently deflect at an angle transverse to the plane. The
pawl may resiliently deflect substantially perpendicular to the
plane. The needle may be rotated in a plane, and the pawl may
resiliently deflect substantially in the plane. The pawl may be
positioned laterally from the needle. The pawl may be posi
tioned medially from the needle. The pawl may have a first
end about which the pawl pivots, and a second end having an
edge that engages the trailing end of the needle. The Surgical
Suturing device may further comprise a second pawl adapted
to engage the trailing end of the needle to prevent the needle
from rotating in a second rotational direction opposite of the
first rotational direction. The pawls may be antipodal to one
another along the circular path. The trailing end may com
prise a barrel receiving the Suture, the barrel having a trailing
face circumscribing the Suture and the pawl may engage the
trailing face to prevent the needle from rotating in a second
rotational direction opposite of the first rotational direction.
The pawl may translates along a path perpendicular to the
needle path, and the pawl may further comprise a spring
biasing the pawl in the needle path. The pawl may further
comprise a ramp adapted to be engaged by the needle to
deflect the pawl out of the needle path and allow the needle to
pass the pawl. The pawl may translate along a path transverse
a plane defined by the circular needle path.
0084. In another embodiment, a surgical suturing device
comprises a needle having a leading end, a trailing end, an
arced body between the leading and trailing ends, and two
steps located at antipodal positions on the body. A length of
suture is connected to the needle. A needle driver reciprocates
at least 180 degrees between a driven position and a returned
position. The needle driver is adapted to engage the needle
steps to rotate the needle in a circular path in first rotational
direction. A pawl is positioned adjacent the driven position of
the needle driver. The pawl is adapted to engage the needle
steps to prevent the needle from rotating in a second rotational
direction opposite of the first rotational direction.
0085. The surgical device may further comprise a spring
biasing the pawl in the needle path. The pawl may further
comprise a ramp adapted to be engaged by the needle and the
needle driver to deflect the pawl out of the needle path and
allow the needle and needle driver to pass the pawl. The pawl
may deflect in a plane defined by the circular needle path. The
pawl may have a first end about which the pawl pivots, a
second end having an edge that engages the needle steps, and
a spring biasing the second end into the needle path. In the
driven position the needle driver may be interposed between
the pawl and the needle. The surgical device may further
comprise a second a pawl positioned adjacent the returned
position of the needle driver, the second pawl adapted to
engage the needle steps to prevent the needle from rotating in
a second rotational direction opposite of the first rotational
direction.

I0086. In another embodiment, a surgical suturing device
comprises a needle having a leading end, a trailing end, an
arced body between the leading and trailing ends, and two
steps located at antipodal positions on the body. A length of
suture is connected to the needle. A needle driver reciprocates
at least 180 degrees between a driven position and a returned
position. The needle driver is adapted to engage the needle
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steps to rotate the needle in a circular path in first rotational
direction. A pawl is positioned adjacent the returned position
of the needle driver. The pawl is adapted to engage the needle
steps to prevent the needle from rotating in a second rotational
direction opposite of the first rotational direction.
I0087. The surgical device may further comprise a spring
biasing the pawl in the needle path. The pawl may further
comprise a proximal ramp adapted to be engaged by the
needle and the needle driver to deflect the pawl out of the
needle path and allow the needle and needle driver to pass the
pawl. The pawl may further comprise a distal ramp adapted to
be engaged by the needle driver to deflect the pawl out of the
needle path and allow the needle driver to pass the pawl. The
distal ramp may be positioned below the needle path. The
pawl may deflect in a plane defined by the circular needle
path.
I0088. In another embodiment, a surgical suturing device
comprises a needle having a leading end, a trailing end, an
arced body between the leading and trailing ends, and two
steps located at antipodal positions on the body. A length of
suture connected to the needle. A needle driver reciprocates at
least 180 degrees between a driven position and a returned
position. The needle driver is adapted to engage the needle
steps to rotate the needle in a circular path in first rotational
direction. A means engages the needle steps to prevent the
needle from rotating in a second rotational direction opposite
of the first rotational direction. The means may comprise a
pawl. The means may comprise a leaf spring.
I0089. In another embodiment, a surgical needle for use in
a circular needle applier comprises a leading end, a trailing
end, and anarced body between the leading and trailing ends.
The body has a medial face and a lateral face. A plurality of
steps on the body are adapted to be engaged by a circular
needle applier. The steps are formed by plastically deforming
the body without removing material. A length of Suture is
connected to the trailing end.
0090 The steps may be on the medial face. The steps may
be on the lateral face. The steps may be formed by a pressing
operation. The steps may be formed by a rolling operation.
The plurality of steps may comprise two antipodal steps. The
body may have an angular span of at least 180 degrees. The
arced body may comprise a Substantially constant nominal
radius about an origin.
0091. In another embodiment, a surgical needle for use in
a circular needle applier comprises a leading end has a taper,
a trailing end has a barrel, and an arced body extending
between the taper and barrel. The body has a medial face, a
lateral face, and plurality of steps adapted to be engaged by a
circular needle applier. The body has a substantially constant
cross sectional area between the taper and barrel. A length of
suture is connected in the barrel.

0092. The steps may be on the medial face. The plurality of
steps may consist of two antipodal steps on the medial face.
The steps may be on the lateral face. The plurality of steps
may consist of two antipodal steps on the lateral face. The
steps may be formed without removing material from the
body. The steps may be formed by a pressing operation. The
steps may be formed by a rolling operation. The plurality of
steps may comprise two antipodal steps. The body may have
an angular span of at least 180 degrees.
0093. In another embodiment, a surgical needle for use in
a circular needle applier comprises a distal leading end, a
proximal trailing end, and anarced body between the leading
and trailing ends. The body has a medial face and a lateral
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face. A first step on the body is adapted to be engaged by a
circular needle applier. The first step is positioned distally
from the leading end. A longitudinal flat extends proximally
from the first step. The flat defines a generally D-shaped cross
sectional shape in the body. A second step on the body is
adapted to be engaged by a circular needle applier. The sec
ond step is positioned about 180 degrees from the first step. A
length of Suture is connected to the trailing end.
0094. The needle may have an angular span from the lead
ing end to the trailing end between about 210 degrees and
about 270 degrees. The first and second steps may be located
on the medial face. The first and second steps may be located
on the lateral face. The arced body may comprise a Substan
tially constant nominal radius about an origin. The nominal
radius may be between about 0.170 inches to about 0.210
inches. The flat may extend proximally from the first step
between about 20 degrees and about 40 degrees. The flat may
extend proximally from the first step between about 100
degrees and about 150 degrees. The body may further com
prise a ramped portion on the proximal end of the flat Such
that the cross sectional shape in the body transitions from a
generally D-shape to a generally circular shape. The body
may further comprise a second longitudinal flat extending
proximally from the second step, the second flat defining a
generally D-shaped cross sectional shape in the body. The
second flat may extend proximally from the second step
between about 8 degrees and about 30 degrees. The body may
further comprise a ramped portion on the proximal end of the
second flat such that the sectional shape in the body transi
tions from a generally D-shape to a generally circular shape.
The leading end may comprise a taper and the trailing end
may have a barrel, and the body may have a substantially
constant cross sectional area between the taper and barrel.
0095. In another embodiment, packaging for a surgical
needle comprises a cartridge having a Surgical needle and a
needle driver operative to engage and move the needle rela
tive the cartridge. The packaging has a bobbin, and a length of
suture connected to the needle and wound around the bobbin.

The packaging may further comprise an outer shell enclosing
the cartridge, bobbin, and suture. The outer shell may com
prise a sheet of material folded over the cartridge and bobbin.
The packaging may further comprise a platform resiliently
holding the cartridge. The bobbin may be a rotating spool.
The cartridge may comprise a pair of arms defining a gener
ally U-shaped distal end, and the packaging may have a block
interposed between the arms. The packaging may further
comprise a housing and a top sheet enclosing the enclosing
the cartridge, bobbin, and Suture.
0096. In another embodiment, packaging for a surgical
needle a housing and a cartridge releasably held in the hous
ing. The cartridge has a Surgical needle and a needle driver
operative to engage and move the needle relative the car
tridge. A bobbin is in the housing. A length of Suture is
connected to the needle and wound around the bobbin. The

cartridge, bobbin, and suture may be enclosed within the
housing. The cartridge may comprise a pair of arms defining
a generally U-shaped distal end, and the packaging may fur
ther comprise a block attached to the housing and extending
between the arms. The housing may define a gap and the
cartridge may be positioned at least partially in the gap.
0097. In another embodiment, packaging for a surgical
needle comprises a housing having a gap. A cartridge is
releasably held in the housing and extends into the gap. The
cartridge has a Surgical needle, a needle driver operative to
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engage and move the needle relative the cartridge, and a pair
of arms defining a generally U-shaped distal end. A block is
attached to the housing and extends between the arms. A
rotary spool is in the housing. A length of suture is connected
to the needle and wound around the spool. The cartridge,
bobbin, and Suture are enclosed within the housing.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

0.098 FIG. 1 illustrates an embodiment of a surgical sutur
ing device. An elongate shaft (20) has a proximal end (21), a
distal end (22), and a longitudinal axis extending there
between. An actuator (10) is connected to the proximal end
(21) of the shaft (20). In this embodiment the actuator (10) is
a manual pistol grip handle; however, a variety of other
manual actuators could also be used, including a scissor grip
handle, a syringe grip handle, endoscopic rotary knobs, and
the like. The actuator (10) could also take the form of a robotic
interface. Such as an DAVINCI puck, a housing comprising
gears or pulleys, servomechanisms, and the like.
(0099. A circular needle applier (30) is connected to the
distal end (22) of the shaft (20). The circular needle applier
(30) rotates an arced needle in a circular path enabling a
Surgeon to selectively apply Sutures. The circular needle
applier (30) may be integral with the shaft (20) and actuator
(10) as a unitary disposable instrument intended for a single
surgical procedure. The circular needle applier (30) may also
be integral with the shaft (20) and actuator (10) as a reusable
instrument. Optionally, the circular needle applier (30) may
be embodied in a disposable cartridge, and the shaft (20) and
actuator (10) may also be disposable. In another variation, the
circular needle applier (30) may be embodied in a disposable
cartridge, and the shaft (20) and actuator (10) may be reus
able. Embodiments with reusable components are intended to
be cleaned, sterilized, and reused for a multiple Surgical pro
cedures. The preferable life cycle of a reusable instrument is
at least 50 operations, more preferably at least 150 operations,
and most preferably at least 200 operations. Reusable com
ponents may be built using materials that can withstand auto
clave sterilization temperatures of at least 135 degrees Cel
sius, although low temperature materials can also used with
low temperature sterilization techniques known in the art.
0.100 FIG. 2 illustrates one embodiment of a manual
actuator (10). A first input (12), shown here as a trigger that
pivots between an opened and closed position, may be used to
selectively actuate the circular needle applier (30). The trig
ger may be spring biased to return the trigger to its open
position. A second input (14), shown here as a rotary knob,
may be used to selectively articulate the shaft (20). A third
input (16), shown here as a rotary knob, may be used to
selectively rotate the circular needle applier (30) about the
shaft (20). A fourth input (18), shown here as a switch, may be
used to selectively attach and detach a circular needle applier
(30) to the shaft (20). Naturally, the number, type, configura
tion, and operation of the inputs (12, 14, 16, and 18) may vary.
0101 FIGS. 3A-B illustrate the shaft (20) articulating in
response actuation of the second input (14). In this embodi
ment, the shaft (20) has an articulation joint (23) to facilitate
articulation. The shaft (20) includes a bearing (24) positioned
distal to the joint (23). FIGS. 3B-C illustrate the circular
needle applier (30) rotating at the bearing (24) in response to
actuation of the third input (16), even when the shaft (20) is
articulated.

0102 FIGS. 4-5 illustrate one example of a suitable articu
lation joint (23) and rotation bearing (24). The bearing (24)
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includes a circumferential flange (24A) fixed to the circular
needle applier (30). The flange (24A) is captured between the
bearing Supports (24B, 24C) such that the flange (24A) can
rotate but prevent axial motion. A flexible co-axial torsion
tube (28) passes through the joint (23). The torsion tube (28)
has an outer sheath and an inner cable. The outer sheath of the

torsion tube (28) is fixed to the flange (24A) and operatively
connected to the third input (16). Actuation of the third input
(16) will rotate the sheath and in turn rotate circular needle
applier (30). The inner cable of the co-axial torsion tube (28)
passes through the circumferential flange (24A) and is opera
tively connected to the first input (12) to provide axial push
and pull loads to actuate the circular needle applier (30).
Lateral struts (25) support the joint (23) in the shaft (20). A pin
(29) connects the rods (27) to the knuckle (26) at a position
off-set from the axis of the joint (23). The rods (27) are
operatively connected to the second input (14) to push and
pull the rods (27) relative the struts (25), which will in turn
articulate the shaft (20) about the joint (23).
0103 FIG. 6 illustrates one example of a receiver (40)
located on the distal end (22) of the shaft (20). The receiver
(40) is dimensioned and adapted to receive and hold a dispos
able cartridge containing a circular needle applier (30). The
cartridge may contain a Surgical needle, a length of Suture
connected to the Surgical needle, a needle driver operative to
engage and move the needle relative the cartridge, and a
transmission operatively connected to the needle driver. An
axially off-set arm (41) extends distally from the shaft (20).
The arm (41) has a medially facing deck (49) with a pair of
longitudinal slots (44) located below and on either side of the
deck (49). A spring loaded latch (43) is adapted to selectively
lock and unlock the cartridge to the receiver (40). Optionally,
latch (43) may be operatively coupled to the fourth input (18).
0104 FIG. 7 illustrates a rotary drive having a rack (45)
and pinion (47) is positioned partially in the arm (41) and
below the deck (49). The inner cable of the co-axial torsion
tube (28) is connected to the proximal end (46) of the rack
(45) such that closing the trigger of the first input (12) will
pull the rack (45) proximally, and opening the trigger of the
first input (12), which may be by virtue of a spring return, will
push the rack (45) distally. Thus, actuating the first input (12)
will rotationally reciprocate the pinion (47). The key (48)
translates the reciprocating rotation to the transmission in the
cartridge.
0105 FIGS. 8-9 illustrate one example of a disposable
cartridge (50) adapted to be attached to the receiver (40). The
cartridge (50) may be slid proximally onto the receiver (40) so
the two decks (49.59) are parallel and facing one another until
the latch (43) engages the recess (53). The cartridge (50) in
encased by a lower housing (51), an upper housing (52), and
a needle cover (90). The lower housing (51) has a pair of
longitudinal slots (54) dimensioned to interface and mate
with the slots (44). The slot (58) is dimensioned to receive the
key (48) while the cartridge (50) is being slid onto the receiver
(40). When the cartridge (50) is fully seated into the receiver
(40), the pinion (47) is axially aligned with rotary input (67),
which forms part of the transmission in the cartridge (50), and
the key (48) is positioned in the slot (68) thereby providing a
torsional interface that rotationally couples the pinion (47)
and rotary input (67).
0106 Thus, the rotary drive in the shaft (20) delivers an
operational torque to the transmission in the cartridge (50)
about an axis perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the
shaft (20). The operational torque could also be delivered
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along an axis parallel or in line with the longitudinal axis of
the shaft (20), or at another transverse angle relative the
longitudinal axis of the shaft (20). Further, other torsional
interfaces known in the art other than the key (48) and slot
(68) embodiment may be used. Such as a cross, star, square,
spline, and the like.
0107 FIGS. 10A-C illustrate one example of a transmis
sion in the cartridge (50) for driving a needle in a circular
path. A needle driver (70) reciprocates in the arced carrier
track (55) and is operative to engage and rotate an arced
needle. A link (60) connects the rotary input (67) to the needle
driver (70). The pin (71) pivotally connects the distal end of
the link (60) to the needle driver (70). The rotary input (67)
has a slot (68) that mates with the key (48) so as to receive the
reciprocating rotation from the rotary drive. The rotary input
(67) has a radially extending arm (65) with a radial slot (66).
The pin (64) is positioned in the slot (66) connecting the
proximal end of the link (60) to the rotary input (67). The slot
(66) rotationally constrains the pin (64) to the arm (65) while
accommodating some relative radial movement. The link (60)
has a longitudinal slot (61) receiving the fixed pin (62) about
which the link (60) both longitudinally translates and pivots.
The pins (71, 62) are co-planar, but pin (66) lies in an off-set
plane. The link (60) includes a bent section (63) to accom
modate the off-set. Other than the torsional interface, which

in this embodiment comprises the face of the rotary input (67)
with the slot (68), the entire transmission is completely
encased within cartridge (50).
0108 FIG. 10A illustrates the needle driver (70) posi
tioned at one end of its stroke in the carrier track (55). As
shown in FIG. 10B, counterclockwise rotation of the rotary
input (67) will translate the needle driver (70) clockwise
along the carrier track (55). The radius of rotation of the pin
(71) is greater than the radius of rotation of the pin (64). As
shown in FIG. 10C, continued counterclockwise rotation of

the rotary input (67) will continue to translate the needle
driver (70) clockwise until it reaches the other end of its stroke
in the carrier track (55). The rotary input (67), link (60), and
needle driver (70) have no indeterminate point, so rotation of
the rotary input (67) will cause the needle driver (70) to
translate in the opposite rotational direction throughout the
stroke without binding.
0109 The sequence can be reversed by rotating the rotary
input (67) clockwise, which will translate the needle driver
(70) counterclockwise in the carrier track (55). Thus, actua
tion of the first input (12) will cause the needle driver (70) to
reciprocate back and forth along the carrier track (55).
0110 FIGS. 11-13 illustrate one example of a needle
driver (70) and its operation. The upper housing (52) has an
arced needle track (56) and anarced carrier track (55). In this
embodiment, the needle track (56) and carrier track (55) each
have a nominal radius of curvature originating from a com
mon axis. Therefore, the needle track (56) and carrier track
(55) are co-axial. Also in this embodiment, the tracks (55,56)
at least partially overlap one another in the radial dimension,
so they are also co-radial. The tracks (55,56) are off-set along
the shared axis from one another with a wall separating the
tracks (55,56). A slot (57) opens through the wall and pro
vides communication between the carrier track (55) and the
needle track (56). In this embodiment the slot (57) opens
adjacent the lateral edge of the needle track (56).
0111. The needle driver (70) has a carrier (75) dimen
sioned to slideably fit in the carrier track (55). In this embodi
ment, the carrier (75) has a curved body matching the arc of
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the carrier track (55). The pin (71) extends from the carrier
(75) to engage the link (60). The needle driver (70) extends
through the slot (57) and into the needle track (56). The carrier
(75) has a flange (77) dimensioned to fit in the slot (57). A
driver (76) is attached to the carrier (75) and is positioned in
the needle track and operative to engage and move the needle
(80) in the needle track (56). The driver (76) is an L-shaped
metal blade with one leg (76C) sandwiched between two
pieces that form the carrier (75). The driver (76) may deflect
as a cantilevered leaf spring laterally from the flange (77), and
may also resiliently bias to engage the lateral face of the
needle (80). In this embodiment the driver (76) has a drive
face (76A) and a return face (76B). The drive face (76A) has
an edge that is operative to engage steps on the needle (80)
during the drive stroke. When so engaged, the needle (80) will
slide in the needle track (56) in unison with the driver (70).
The return face (76B) is ramped to facilitate the driver (76)
sliding over the needle (80) on the return stroke.
0112 The lower housing (51) constrains the link (60) to
engage the pin (71) and also constrains the carrier (75) in the
carrier track (55). The needle cover (90) constrains the needle
(80) in the needle track (56). The needle cover (90) also
defines a window (91) along the length of the needle track
(56). The window (91) is dimensioned to receive the suture.
As the needle (80) is rotated in the needle track (56), the
suture may extend out through the window (91). However, the
window (91) is dimensioned smaller than the needle (80) so
as to constrain the needle (80) in the needle track (56).
0113 FIGS. 14A-B illustrates one embodiment of a
needle (80) having a distal leading end (81) with a sharp
tapered tip (83). A variety of geometries could be employed at
the leading end (81), including conical, bladed, blunt, cutting
tips, taper-cuttips, and the like. The proximal trailing end (82)
has a tubular barrel (84) that fixedly receives a length of suture
(89). A trailing face (88) circumscribes the suture (89). A
variety of different types of suture (89) may be employed,
including braided, monofilament, and barbed Suture using a
variety of materials, including polyglactin (e.g., VICRYL).
poliglecprone (e.g., MONOCRYL), polydioxanone (e.g.,
PDS), surgical gut, polyester (e.g., ETHIBOND), silk (e.g.
PERMA-HAND), polypropylene (e.g., PROLENE), other
absorbable or non-absorbable materials, and the like.

0114. The angular span between the leading end (81) and
trailing end (82) may be between about 210 degrees and about
270 degrees. Anarced body (85) extends between the tapered
tip (83) and the barrel (84). The body (85) may arc at a
Substantially constant radius of curvature. The nominal radius
of curvature may be between about 0.170 inches to about
0.210 inches, preferably between about 0.180 inches to about
0.205 inches, and more preferably between about 0.190
inches to about 0.200 inches; however, other dimensions are

also possible.
0115. A distal step (86A) is positioned on the lateral face
of the body (85). The distal step (86A) may be located
between about 20 degrees and about 30 degrees from the
leading end (81). A proximal step (87A) is positioned on the
lateral face of the body (85). The proximal step (87A) is about
180 degrees from the distal step (86A). Therefore, the steps
(86A, 87A) are located at antipodal locations on the needle
(80). The steps (86A, 87A) are adapted to be engaged by the
driver (76) of the needle driver (70). The height of the steps
(86A, 87A) are preferably between about 0.003 inches and
about 0.010 inches, but other dimensions are also possible.
Flats (86B, 87B) extend distally from the steps (86A, 87A)
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and define a generally D-shaped cross sectional shape in the
body (85). The distal flat (86B) has an angular span between
about 20 degrees and about 40 degrees from the distal step
(86A). The proximal flat (87B) has an angular span between
about 8 degrees and about 30 degrees from the distal step
(87A). The flats (86B, 87B) may facilitate reducing the
dimensional interference between the needle (80) and driver
(76) during the return stroke of the needle driver (70). Ramps
(86C, 87C) are located adjacent the proximal ends the flats
(86B, 87B) such that the cross-sectional shape of the body
(85) transitions from a generally D-shape to a generally cir
cular shape. The ramps (86C, 87C) reduce the likelihood of
the driver (76) snagging on the needle (80) during the return
stroke of the needle driver (70).
0116. The step, flat, and ramp features (86A, 87A, 86B,
87B, 86C, 87C) may be made by plastically deforming the
body (85). For instance, a die can be used in a pressing or
rolling operation on a straight wire Stock to form the features
on the body (85). Then the straight stock can be bent to its
arced shape. While the cross-sectional shape of the body (85)
will change along its length, the cross-sectional area between
the taper (83) and the barrel (84) will remain substantially
constant. This is advantageous over notched needle designs
where material is being removed to create notches, such as in
a cutting or grinding operation, resulting in a weaker needle.
Furthermore, plastically forming features in the body (85) is
more reliable and reproducible, and capable of faster produc
tion.

0117 FIGS. 15A-B illustrates another embodiment of
needle (80) substantially the same as in FIGS. 14A-B; how
ever, the distal flat (86B) has an angular span between about
100 degrees and about 150 degrees from the distal step (86A).
0118 FIGS. 16A-D illustrate one embodiment of a circu
lar needle applier (30) rotating an arced needle (80) in a
circular path. The suture has been hidden in the figures to
better illustrate device operation. A pair of arms (94, 95)
define a generally U-shaped distal end on the circular needle
applier (30). The needle track (56) has an exit port (92) in arm
(94) and an entrance port (93) in arm (95). The leaf springs
(96.97) allow the needle (80) to rotate counterclockwise, but
prevent the needle (80) from rotating clockwise. Leaf spring
(97) extends into the needle track (56) and resiliently deflects
laterally when engaging the lateral face of the needle (80),
thus allowing counterclockwise motion. Leaf spring (96)
extends into the needle track (56) and resiliently deflects
medially when engaging the medial face of the needle (80),
thus allowing counterclockwise motion. But when the needle
(180) passes one of the leafsprings (96.97), it will deflect into
the path to interfere and engage the trailing face (88), thus
preventing the needle (80) from rotating clockwise.
0119 FIG.16A shows the device in its initial position. The
needle (80) is in its retracted position and completely con
tained in the needle track (56). The needle driver (70) has a
reciprocating stroke between a returned position and a driven
position. In this figure, the driver (76) is in its returned posi
tion in arm (95). The driver (76) is adjacent the proximal step
(87A). Leaf spring (96) resiliently engages the needle (80),
while leaf spring (97) is adjacent the trailing face (88) pre
venting the needle (80) from rotating clockwise.
I0120 When the first input (12) is depressed closing the
trigger, the needle driver (70) will be actuated through its
drive stroke where it is rotated at least about 180 degrees
counterclockwise to the driven position as shown in FIG.
16B. During the drive stroke, the driver (76) engages the
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proximal step (87A) and will in unison rotate the needle (80)
about 180 degrees to its extended position. The needle (80)
will span across the arms (94.95) between the exit port (92)
and the entrance port (93). Tissue interposed between the
arms (94, 95) will be pieced by the leading end (81) of the
needle (80).
0121 When the first input (12) is released and the spring
return opens the trigger, the needle driver (70) reciprocates
through its return stroke where it is rotated about 180 degrees
clockwise back to the return position shown in FIG. 16C.
During the return stroke the driver (76) slides over the needle
(80) and the leaf spring (96) engages the trailing face (88)
preventing the needle (80) from rotating clockwise. The
driver (76) is adjacent the distal step (86A).
0122) When the first input (12) is depressed again closing
the trigger, the needle driver (70) will again be actuated
through its drive stroke where it is rotated about 180 degrees
counterclockwise to the driven position as shown in FIG.
16D. During the drive stroke, the driver (76) engages the
distal step (86A) and will in unison rotate the needle (80)
about 180 degrees back to its retracted position. The suture
will follow the needle (80) and be threaded through the pieced
tissue.

0123. When the first input (12) is again released and the
spring return opens the trigger, the needle driver (70) again
reciprocates through its return stroke where it is rotated about
180 degrees clockwise back to its returned position as shown
in FIG. 16A. During the return stroke the driver (76) slides
over the needle (80) and the leaf spring (97) engages the
trailing face (88) preventing the needle (80) from rotating
clockwise. Thus, the needle (80) is driven in a complete
circular path. The sequence may be repeated as needed by the
Surgeon to achieve the desired Suturing task.
0.124 FIGS. 17-21 illustrate another embodiment of a
receiver (140) located on the distal end (22) of the shaft (20).
The receiver has an axially off-set lower arm (141) and an
axially off-set upper arm (142), each having a longitudinal
slot (144). A spring loaded latch (143) is adapted to selec
tively lock and unlock the cartridge (150) in the receiver
(140). A rack (145) and pinion (147) rotary drive is positioned
in the lower arm (141). The inner cable of the co-axial torsion
tube (28) is connected to the proximal end (146) of the rack
(145). The rack (145) is bent to accommodate the axial off-set
of the lower arm (141). The key (148) mates with the slot
(168) to translate the reciprocating rotation of the pinion
(147) to the rotary input (168) in the cartridge (150).
0.125. The disposable cartridge (150) is adapted to be
attached to the receiver (140). The cartridge (150) may be slid
proximally between the arms (141, 142) of the receiver (140)
until the latch (143) engages the step (152). The step (154)
mates with the longitudinal slot (144) in the lower arm (141),
and the step (152) mates with the longitudinal slot (144) in the
upper arm (142). The slot (158) is dimensioned to receive the
key (148) while the cartridge (150) is being slid onto the
receiver (140). When the cartridge (50) is fully seated into the
receiver (140), the pinion (147) is axially aligned with rotary
input (167) and the key (148) is positioned in the slot (168)
thereby rotationally coupling the rotary drive to the rotary
input (167).
0126 FIGS. 22A-C illustrate one example of a transmis
sion in the cartridge (150) for driving a needle in a circular
path. A needle driver (170) reciprocates in the arced carrier
track (155). A straight link (160) connects the rotary input
(167) to the needle driver (170). The pin (171) pivotally
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connects the distal end of the link (160) to the needle driver
(170). The rotary input (167) a radial slot (166). The pin
(164), hidden from view below the link (160), is positioned in
the slot (166) to connect the proximal end of the link (160) to
the rotary input (167). The slot (166) rotationally constrains
the pin (164) while accommodating some relative radial
movement. The link (160) has a longitudinal slot (161)
receiving the fixed pin (162) about which the link (160) both
longitudinally translates and pivots. The needle driver (170)
and rotary input (167) are co-planar. A tooth (165) engages
stops in the cartridge to limit the rotational stoke of the rotary
input (167).
(O127 FIG. 22A illustrates the needle driver (170) posi
tioned at one end of it stroke in the carrier track (155). As
shown in FIG. 22B, clockwise rotation of the rotary input
(167) will translate the needle driver (170) counterclockwise
along the carrier track (155). As shown in FIG. 22C, contin
ued clockwise rotation of the rotary input (167) will continue
translate the needle driver (170) counterclockwise until it
reaches the other end of its stroke in the carrier track (155).
The rotary input (167), link (160), and needle driver (170)
have no indeterminate point, so rotation of the rotary input
(167) will cause the needle driver (170) to translate in the
opposite rotational direction throughout the stroke without
binding. The sequence can be reversed by rotating the rotary
input (167) counterclockwise, which will translate the needle
driver (170) clockwise in the carrier track (55).
0.128 FIG. 23A illustrates one embodiment of a needle
driver (170). A carrier (175) is dimensioned to slideably fit in
the carrier track (155). The carrier (175) may be a monolithic
component with an arced shaped. The pin (171) extends from
the carrier (175). The driver (176) extends from the carrier
(175) through the slot (157) and into the needle track (156).
The driver (176) is an L-shaped metal blade with one leg
(176C) having a hole that fits over the pin (171) and is seated
against the carrier (175). The driver (176) has a drive face
(176A) and a return face (176B). In this embodiment, the
drive face (176A) and return face (176B) are generally co
planar and symmetrical. FIG. 23B shows another embodi
ment where the drive face (176A) is bent toward the needle
(180).
I0129. As shown in FIG. 24, the needle track (156) and
carrier track (155) are co-axial and co-radial. The tracks (155.
156) are off-set along the shared axis from one another with a
wall separating the tracks (155, 156). A slot (157) opens
through the wall and provides communication between the
carrier track (155) and the needle track (156). In this embodi
ment the slot (157) opens adjacent the medial edge of the
needle track (156). The needle (180) slideably fits in the
needle track (156) and the carrier (175) slideably fits in the
carrier track (155). The driver (176) extends through the slot
(157) and into the needle track (156). The driver (176) is
arranged as a cantilever leaf spring resiliently engaging the
medial face of the needle (180). As the needle (180) is rotated
in the needle track (156), the suture may extend out through
the window (191).
0.130 FIGS. 25A-B illustrates an embodiment of a needle
(180) having a distal leading end (181) with a sharp tapered
tip (183). The proximal trailing end (182) has a tubular barrel
(184) that fixedly receives a length of suture (189). A trailing
face (188) circumscribes the suture (189). An arced body
(185) extends between the tapered tip (183) and barrel (184).
A distal step (186A) is positioned on the medial face of the
body (185). The distal step (186A) may be located between
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about 20 degrees and about 30 degrees from the leading end
(181). A proximal step (187A) is positioned on the medial
face of the body (185) about 180 degrees from the distal step
(186A). The steps (186A, 187A) are adapted to be engaged by
the driver (176) of the needle driver (170). Flats (186B, 187B)
extend distally from the steps (186A, 187A) and define a
generally D-shaped cross sectional shape in the body (185).
The distal flat (186B) has an angular span between about 20
degrees and about 40 degrees from the distal step (186A). The
proximal flat (187B) has an angular span between about 8
degrees and about 20 degrees from the distal step (187A).
Ramps (186C, 187C) are located adjacent the proximal ends
the flats (186B, 187B) such that the cross-sectional shape of
the body (185) transitions from a generally D-shape to a
generally circular shape. The steps (186A, 187A), flats
(186B, 187B), and ramps (186C, 187C) may be made by
plastically deforming the body (185). In addition to the
advantages discussed above, the process of plastically form
ing the distal step (186A) may partially bend the tapered tip
(183) medially, which facilitates locating the leading end
(181) along the desired radius of curvature when the straight
stock is bent to its arced shape.
0131 FIGS. 26A-B illustrates another embodiment of
needle (180) substantially the same as in FIGS. 25A-B; how
ever, the distal flat (186B) has an angular span between about
120 degrees and about 150 degrees from the distal step
(186A).
(0132 FIGS. 27A-D illustrate one embodiment of a circu
lar needle applier (30) rotating an arced needle (180) in a
circular path. The suture has been hidden in the figures to
better illustrate device operation. A pair of arms (194, 195)
define a generally U-shaped distal end on the circular needle
applier (30). The needle track (156) has an exit port (192) in
arm (194) and an entrance port (193) in arm (195). The leaf
springs (196, 197) allow the needle (180) to rotate counter
clockwise, but prevent the needle (180) from rotating clock
wise. Leaf spring (197) extends into the needle track (156)
and resiliently deflects laterally when engaging the lateral
face of the needle (180). Leaf spring (196) extends into the
needle track (156) and resiliently deflects laterally when
engaging the lateral face of the needle (180). The leaf springs
(196, 197) are spaced about 180 degrees from one another.
0.133 FIG.27A shows the device in its initial position. The
needle (180) is in its retracted position and completely con
tained in the needle track (156). The needle driver (170) is in
its returned position in arm (195). The driver (176) is adjacent
the proximal step (187A). Leafspring (197) is adjacent the
trailing face (188) preventing the needle (180) from rotating
clockwise.

0134) When the needle driver (170) is actuated through its
drive stroke, it is rotated about 180 degrees counterclockwise
to the driven position as shown in FIG. 27B. During the drive
stroke, the driver (176) engages the proximal step (187A) and
will in unison rotate the needle (180) about 180 degrees to its
extended position. The needle (180) will span across the arms
(194, 195) between the exit port (192) and the entrance port
(193). Tissue interposed between the arms (194,195) will be
pieced by the leading end (181) of the needle (180).
0135 When the needle driver (170) reciprocates through
its return stroke, it is rotated about 180 degrees clockwise
back to the return position shown in FIG. 27C. During the
return stroke the driver (176) slides over the needle (180) and
the leaf spring (196) engages the trailing face (188) prevent
ing the needle (180) from rotating clockwise.
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I0136. When the needle driver (170) is actuated through its
drive stroke, it is rotated about 180 degrees counterclockwise
to the driven position as shown in FIG. 27.D. During the drive
stroke, the driver (176) engages the distal step (186A) and
will in unison rotate the needle (180) about 180 degrees back
to its retracted position. The suture will follow the needle
(180) and be threaded through the pierced tissue.
I0137 When the needle driver (170) reciprocates through
its return stroke, it is rotated about 180 degrees clockwise
back to its returned position as shown in FIG.27A. During the
return stroke the driver (176) slides over the needle (180) and
the leaf spring (197) engages the trailing face (188) prevent
ing the needle (80) from rotating clockwise. Thus, the needle
(180) is driven in a complete circular cycle.
I0138 FIG.28 illustrates a variation using pawls (206, 207)
to allow the needle (180) to rotate counterclockwise, but
prevent the needle (180) from rotating clockwise. Each pawl
(206, 207) is generally “tear-drop' shaped having a rounded
end and a pointed end with an edge. The pawls (206, 207)
pivot around the rounded end in the same plane as the needle
(180) such that the pointed end can rotate in and out of the
needletrack (156). Spring (206B,207B) bias the pointedends
medially into the needle track (156). The pointed ends extend
into the needle track (156) and resiliently deflect laterally
when engaging the lateral face of the needle (180), thus allow
ing counterclockwise motion. But when the needle (180)
passes one of the pawls (206, 207), the pointed ends will
deflect medially into the path to interfere and engage the
trailing face (188), thus preventing the needle (180) from
rotating clockwise.
0.139 FIGS. 29A-D illustrate another embodiment of a
circular needle applier (30). Pawls (216, 217) allow the
needle (180) to rotate counterclockwise in the needle track
(156), but prevent the needle (180) from rotating clockwise.
In this embodiment, pawls (216, 217) engage and act on the
same features of the needle (180) as the needle driver (170).
While illustrated with two pawls (216, 217), it will be appre
ciated that their function is redundant and the device can

operate with only one of the pawls (216, 217) present.
0140 Pawl (216) is generally aligned with the driven posi
tion of the driver (176). Pawl (216) translates transverse to the
needle (180) path and in the plane of the needle (180). A
spring (216B) biases the pawl (216) laterally into the needle
track (156). As the needle (180) rotates counterclockwise, the
needle (180) or driver (176) will engage the ramp (216A) to
deflect the pawl (216) medially, thus allowing counterclock
wise motion. Pawl (217) is generally aligned with the
returned position of the driver (176). Pawl (217) can translate
radially in the plane of the needle (180). A spring (217B)
biases the pawl (217) laterally into the needle track (156). As
the needle (180) rotates counterclockwise, the needle (180) or
driver (176) engages the ramp (217A) to deflect the pawl
(217) medially, thus allowing counterclockwise motion.
0141 FIG. 29.A shows the device in its initial position. The
needle (180) is in its retracted position and the needle driver
(170) is in its returned position. Pawl (216) is adjacent the
distal step (186A) and pawl (217) is adjacent the proximal
step (187A), both preventing clockwise rotation.
0142. When the needle driver (170) is actuated through its
drive stroke, it is rotated about 180 degrees counterclockwise
to the driven position as shown in FIG.29B. During the drive
stroke, the driver (176) engages the proximal ramp (217A)
and medially displace the pawl (217), then engages the proxi
mal step (187A), and then in unison rotates the needle (180)
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about 180 degrees to its extended position. In the extended
position, the pawl (217) is adjacent the distal step (186A)
preventing the needle (180) from rotating clockwise. As the
driver (176) approaches the driven position, the driver (176)
will engage the ramp (216A) and medially displace the pawl
(216). In the driven position, the driver (176) will remain
interposed between the pawl (216) and the needle (180).
0143. When the needle driver (170) reciprocates through
its return stroke, it is rotated about 180 degrees clockwise
back to the return position shown in FIG. 29D. As the driver
(176) passes, the pawl (216) deflects adjacent the proximal
step (187A) preventing the needle (180) from rotating clock
wise. As illustrated in the FIG.29C, the pawl (217) has a distal
ramp (217C) positioned below needle steps (186A, 187A).
For instance, the distal ramp (217C) may be positioned in the
slot (157) while the proximal ramp (217A) is positioned in the
needle track (156). During the return stroke, the driver (176)
engages the proximal ramp (216C) and medially displaces the
pawl (216). As the driver (176) passes, the pawl (217) deflects
adjacent the distal step (186A) preventing the needle (180)
from rotating clockwise.
0144. The sequence can then be repeated to drive the
needle (180) about 180 degrees to is retracted position.
(0145 FIGS. 30A-B illustrate a variation of pawls (226,
227) that engage and act on the same features of the needle
(180) as the needle driver (170). While illustrated with two
pawls (226, 227), it will be appreciated that their function is
redundant and the device can operate with only one of the
pawls (226, 227) present.
0146 Pawl (226) is generally aligned with the driven posi
tion of the driver (176). Pawl (226) is generally “tear-drop'
shaped and functions similar to the pawls (206, 207). A tor
sional spring (226B) biases the pointed end laterally into the
needle track (156). As the driver (176) approaches the driven
position, the driver (176) will engage and medially displace
the pointed end of the pawl (226). In the driven position, the
driver (176) will remain interposed between the pawl (226)
and the needle (180). When the needle driver (170) recipro
cates through its return stroke, the driver (176) passes and the
pawl (226) deflects adjacent the proximal step (187A) pre
venting the needle (180) from rotating clockwise. Pawl (226)
may be substituted for a leaf spring similar in construction as
leaf springs (96.97) that would engage and act on the same
features of the needle (180) as the needle driver (170).
0147 Pawl (227) is biased laterally into the needle track
(156) and functions similar to the pawl (217) in its sequence
of engagement between the driver (176) and needle (180).
The proximal ramp (227A) is positioned in the needle track
(156) and allows the needle (180) and driver (176) to pass as
they rotate counterclockwise. The distal ramp (227C) is posi
tioned in the slot (157) so that during the return stroke, the
driver (176) engages the proximal ramp (216C) and medially
displaces the pawl (216).
0148 FIGS. 31 A-C illustrate another embodiment of
pawls (236, 237) that allow the needle (180) to rotate coun
terclockwise, but prevent the needle (180) from rotating
clockwise. Pawl (236) is generally oval shaped with one end
partially angled to an edge. The pawl (236) pivots around the
rounded end in the same plane as the needle (180) such that
the edge can rotate in and out of the needle track (156). A
torsional spring biases the edge medially into the needle track
(156). The pawl (236) functions similar to the pawl (206) in
its sequence of engagement needle (180) and the trailing face
(188).
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0149 Pawl (237) is located in the arm (195) adjacent the
entrance port (193). The pawl (237) is positioned below the
needle track (156) and translates at an angle transverse, and
optionally perpendicular, to the plane of the needle (180). A
spring (237B) biases the pawl (237) upward into the needle
track (156). As the needle (180) rotates counterclockwise, the
needle (180) engages the ramp (237A) to deflect the pawl
(237) downward, thus allowing counterclockwise motion.
But when the needle (180) passes the pawl (237), it will
deflect into the path to interfere and engage the trailing face
(188), thus preventing the needle (180) from rotating clock
W1S.

0.150 FIG. 32 illustrates another embodiment of a car
tridge (250) and receiver (240). The cartridge (250) may be
similar to any of the prior described cartridges, and contains
a Surgical needle, a length of Suture connected to the Surgical
needle, a needle driver operative to engage and move the
needle relative the cartridge, and a transmission operatively
connected to the needle driver. The receiver (240) has an
axially off-set lower arm (141) and an axially off-set upper
arm (142). The lower arm (242) extends more distally than the
upperarm (241). The lower arm (242) has alongitudinal ridge
(244) that mates with a corresponding groove (not shown) on
the cartridge (250). A rotary drive mechanism is located in the
lower arm (242). A pair of barbed prongs (253) extend from
the cartridge (250). The cartridge (250) is attached to the
receiver (240) by longitudinally sliding the cartridge (250)
between the arms (241,242) until the prongs (253) seat in the
holes (243), thus locking the cartridge (250) in the receiver
(240). The cartridge (250) can be unlocked and removed by
squeezing the grips (254), which will medially deflect the
prongs (253) until they disengage from the holes (243), at
which point the cartridge (250) can be pulled from the
receiver (240).
0151 FIG. 33 illustrates another embodiment of a car
tridge (350) and receiver (340). The cartridge (350) may be
similar to any of the prior described cartridges, and contains
a Surgical needle, a length of Suture connected to the Surgical
needle, a needle driver operative to engage and move the
needle relative the cartridge, and a transmission operatively
connected to the needle driver. The receiver (340) has a lon
gitudinal deck through which a key (348) translates the recip
rocating rotation of a rotary drive to the transmission in the
cartridge (350). A pair of spaced apart flanges (341) are
adjacent the distal end of the deck (349). Each flange (341)
has a pin hole (342). The cartridge (350) is attached to the
receiver (340) by snapping the pins (353) into the pinholes
(342). The cartridge (350) is then rotated about the pins (353)
until it engages the deck (349). A detent mechanism (343)
engages a matching recess in the cartridge (350) to lock the
cartridge (350) in the receiver (340). The cartridge (350) can
be unlocked and removed by reversing the sequence.
0152 FIG. 34 illustrates an embodiment of packaging
(400) for a cartridge (450). The cartridge (450) may be similar
to any of the prior described cartridges, and contains a Surgi
cal needle, a length of suture (489) connected to the surgical
needle, a needle driver operative to engage and move the
needle relative the cartridge, and a transmission operatively
connected to the needle driver. The packaging (400) has an
outer shell comprising a housing (402) and a top sheet (401).
The needle in the cartridge (450) is in its refracted position.
The cartridge (450) is releasably held by arms (405). The
block (406) is positioned in the U-shaped distal end on the
cartridge (450) and prevents the needle from exiting the car
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tridge (450). The cartridge (450) extends into the gap (404).
The suture (489) extends from the cartridge (450) and is
coiled around the bobbin (408), shown here as a dynamic
spool that can rotate about the axle (407). The bobbin (408)
can take alternatively take the form of a static bobbin, such as
pegs or a track, around which the suture (489) can be coiled.
0153. As shown in FIG.35, the packaging (400) facilitates
assembly of the cartridge (400) onto a suturing device (420).
The packaging (400) provides an ergonomically friendly for
mat to handle, align, and assembly the cartridge (400) onto
the shaft (420) of a suturing device, while keeping the needle
safely isolated from the user. Once assembled and attached,
withdrawing the shaft (420) will pull the cartridge (400) from
packaging (400) and the suture (489) will reel out from the
bobbin (408) and be ready for use.
0154 FIG. 36 illustrates another embodiment of packag
ing (500) for a cartridge (550). The cartridge (550) may be
similar to any of the prior described cartridges, and contains
a surgical needle, a length of suture (589) connected to the
Surgical needle, a needle driver operative to engage and move
the needle relative the cartridge, and a transmission opera
tively connected to the needle driver. The cartridge (550) is
releasably held on the platform (503) between the arms (505)
with the block (506) inserted into the U-shaped distal end on
the cartridge (550). The suture (589) extends from the car
tridge (550) and is coiled around the bobbin (508). The pack
aging (500) has an outer shell (501) in the form of plastic or
paper sheet. The small flap (502) is folded over the bobbin
(508) and cartridge (550), large flap (503) is folded over the
small flap (502), thus enclosing the cartridge (550), bobbin
(508), and suture (589).
0155 Having shown and described various embodiments
and examples of the present invention, further adaptations of
the methods and devices described herein can be accom

plished by appropriate modifications by one of ordinary skill
in the art without departing from the scope of the present
invention. Several of such potential modifications have been
mentioned, and others will be apparent to those skilled in the
art. For instance, the specific materials, dimensions, and the
scale of drawings will be understood to be non-limiting
examples. Accordingly, the scope of the present invention
should be considered in terms of the following claims and is
understood not to be limited to the details of structure, mate

rials, or acts shown and described in the specification and
drawings.
1. A Surgical needle for use in a circular needle applier, the
needle comprising:
a leading end;
a trailing end;
an arced body between the leading and trailing ends, the
body comprising a medial face and a lateral face;
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a plurality of steps on the body adapted to be engaged by a
circular needle applier, the steps being formed by plas
tically deforming the body without removing material;
and

a length of Suture connected to the trailing end.
2. The surgical needle of claim 1, wherein the steps are on
the medial face.

3. The surgical needle of claim 1, wherein the steps are on
the lateral face.

4. The surgical needle of claim 1, wherein the steps are
formed by a pressing operation.
5. The surgical needle of claim 1, wherein the steps are
formed by a rolling operation.
6. The surgical needle of claim 1, wherein the plurality of
steps comprise two antipodal steps.
7. The surgical needle of claim 1, wherein the body has an
angular span of at least 180 degrees.
8. The surgical needle of claim 1, wherein the arced body
comprises a Substantially constant nominal radius about an
origin.
9. A surgical needle for use in a circular needle applier, the
needle comprising:
a leading end comprising a taper;
a trailing end comprising a barrel;
an arced body extending between the taper and barrel, the
body comprising a medial face, a lateral face, and plu
rality of steps adapted to be engaged by a circular needle
applier, the body having a Substantially constant cross
sectional area between the taper and barrel; and
a length of Suture connected in the barrel.
10. The surgical needle of claim 9, wherein the plurality of
steps consist of two antipodal steps on the medial face.
11. The surgical needle of claim 9, wherein the plurality of
steps consist of two antipodal steps on the lateral face.
12. The surgical needle of claim 9, wherein the steps are on
the medial face.

13. The surgical needle of claim 9, wherein the steps are on
the lateral face.

14. The surgical needle of claim 9, wherein the steps are
formed without removing material from the body.
15. The surgical needle of claim 14, wherein the steps are
formed by a pressing operation.
16. The surgical needle of claim 14, wherein the steps are
formed by a rolling operation.
17. The surgical needle of claim 9, wherein the plurality of
steps comprise two antipodal steps.
18. The surgical needle of claim 9, wherein the body has an
angular span of at least 180 degrees.
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